ACCESSION RECORD

Accession Number  92M55
Title              Stuart Edelson Papers
Location           106 I 5
Approximate Inclusive Dates  1982-1992
Date of Receipt    December 16, 1992
Received From      Stuart Edelson

Volume on Arrival  2 linear feet
Number of Boxes (after reboxing)
Condition          Good
Restrictions       None
Special Formats (list)

DESCRIPTION Typescripts and drafts of novels and other writings; related printed and ephemeral material.

Stuart Edelson was a writer and sculptor who lived in New York City. He died of AIDS-related causes on May 31, 1995, at age 50.

Box 1: Novels
Box 2: Shorter works
Accession Number  93M10
Title              Stuart Edelson Papers - Additions
Location           BPSE 106-I-5
Approximate Inclusive Dates  1966-1993
Date of Receipt    March 2, 1993
Received From      Stuart Edelson
(name & address)
Volume on Arrival  2 linear feet
Number of Boxes (after reboxing)
Condition
Restrictions       SEE Dossier: M. Bowling to S. Edelson, 3/2/93.
Special Formats (list)  Videotapes; slides; photoplans

DESCRIPTION  Additional papers of sculptor and writer Stuart Edelson, including extensive correspondence (incoming and outgoing) with friends and family; Edelson’s AIDS journal (which he began following diagnosis in 1989 and continued until 1992); four VHS videotapes of productions of his dramatic works and a 1992 interview with him; slides of his works; play programs and other ephemeral and related material.

Box 3:  Correspondence, Incoming, 1966-1993
Box 4:  Correspondence, Outgoing
         Biography (i.e. autobiography)
         Videotapes, slides, printed and ephemeral material